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AMENDMENT NO. 2 NOVEMBER 1999
TO

IS 2082: 1993 STATIONARY STORAGE TYPE
ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS - SPECIFICATION

( Fourth Revision)

( Page 8, clause 24.1, First sentence) - Substitute the following for the
existing:

'The tests specified in Table 2 shall constitute the type tests and shan be carried
out on one sample of water beater selected preferably at random from a regular
production lot.'

(Page 8, clause 24.1.1,flrst sentence) - Substitute tbe words 'The sample'
for' All samples'.

(ETD32)
Printed at Dee Kay Printers, New Delhi

 



AMENDMENT NO. 3 APRIL 2001
TO

IS 2082: 1993 STATIONARY STORAGE TYPE
ELECfRIC WATER HEATERS - SPECIFICATION

( Fourth Revision)

(Page 5, clause 16.1, para 2, last line) - Substitute '12' for '11'.

(Page 7, clause 17.1, line 2) - Substitute '16' for '15'.

(ETD32 )
Reprography Unit. BI5. New Delhi. India

 



AMENDMENT NO. 4 MAY 2002
. TO

IS 2082: 1993 STATIONARY STORAGE TYPE
ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS - SPECIFICATION

(Fourth Revision)

( Cover page and pages 1 to 8, Designation) - Substitute.'IS 2082 (Part 1)
: 1993' for 'IS 2082 : 1993' wherever it appears.

( Page 3, clause 11.1, para2, line3 ) - Substitute '250 rom'for '700 rom'.

( Page4, clause13.1, line4 ) - Substitute '72 fSlc' for '72 ±3°C'.

( Page 5, clause15.1 ) - Insert the following Note at the end of the clause:

'NOTE - Water heaters may be tilted to withdraw the entire quantity of water for
verification of ratedcapacity.'

( Page6, Table 1 ) - Substitute the following for the existing:

Table 1 Standing Loss

Rated ~aclty

InLitres

6
10
15
2S
35
50
70

100
140
200

Loss In KilowattHoursper
Dayfor 4!f Dlft'erence

0.792
0.990
1.138
1386
1.584
1.832
2.079
2.376
2.673
2.970

Reprography Unit,BIS.NewDelhi, India

 



AMENDMENT NO. 5 JUNE 2003
TO

IS 2082: 1993 STATIONARY STORAGE TYPE
ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS - SPECIFICATION

( Fourth Revision)

[ First cover page and pages 1 to 8, Designation (see also Amendment No.
4 ) ] - Substitute 'IS 2082 : 1993' for 'IS 2082 (part 1 ) : 1993' wherever it
appears.

(ET 32)
Reprography Unit, BIS. New Delhi. India

 



Electrical Appliances Sectional Committee, ETD 32

FOREWORD

This Indian Standard was adopted by the Bureau of indian Standards, after the draft finalized by
the Electrical Appliances Sectional Committee had been approved by the Electrotechnical
Division Council.

This standard covers the general, safety and performances requirements of Stationary Storage
Type Electric Water Heater.

The standard was originally published in 1962. The first revision was made in 1965, second in
1978 and third revision was brought out in 1985. "

As per the decision of the third meeting of the Electrotechnical Division Council, separate
safety standard on stationary storage type electric water heater has been brought out. In the
fourth revision of this composite standard instead of giving details of safety requirements,
reference has been made to safety standard IS 302-2~21 ( 1992 ). The purpose of this standard
is to state and define the principal performances characteristics of stationary storage type electric
water heater for household and similar which are of interest to the use and to describe the
standard methods for measuring their characteristics, while this standard covers the safety
requirements, the details of safety requirements are given in a separate standard IS 302-2-21
( 1992) 'Safetyrequirements for household and similar electrical appliances: Part 2 Particular
requirements, Section 21 Stationary storage type electric water heater'.

While preparing this standard assistance has been derived from IEC Pub 379 (1982) 'Methods
of measuring the performances of water heaters for house hold purpose' issued "by the International
Electrotechnical Commission.

For the purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of this standard is complied with,
the final value, observed or calculated, expressing the results of a test shall be rounded off in
accordance with IS 2 : 1960 'Rules for rounding off numerical values (revised y. The number of
significant places retained in the rounded off value should be the same as that of the specified
value in this standard.

 



IS 2082 : 1993

Indian Standard

STATIONARY STORAGE TYPE ELECTRIC
WATER HEATERS - SPECIFICATION

(Fourth Revision)

3 TERMINOLOGY AND SYMBOLS

2.1 The following Indian Standards are
necessary adjuncts to this standards:

3.3 Rated Capacity

The water capacity assigned to the water
heater by themanufacturer and marked on it.

3.1 For the purpose of this standard the
following definitions and letter symbol shall
apply in addition to those given in 2 of
IS 302-2-21 ( 1992 ).

3.6 Symbols

For the purpose of this standard the symbols
used have the following meanings:

= Deviation-of dial calibration
= Energy consumption per 24 h
= Mixing factor
= Standing loss per 24 h
= reheating time
= reheating-time for a water

teniperature rise of 50 k."
= temperature indicated on thermo

state dial
= cyclic variation (differential) of

thermostatic control
= ambient temperature during the

tests
= temperature of cold water
= Water temperature after a thermo

stat cut-out
~ mean water temperature after a

thermostat cut-out
= 'Watet-- temperature after a-thermo- .

stat cut-in
= mean water temperature after

thermostat cut-in
= mean water temperature without

withdrawal
= mean water temperature for the

determination of 8p

3.4 Standard Loss per 24 h

The energy-consumption of a filled water
heater, after steady-state conditions have been
reached, when connected to the electrical
supply, during any 24 h when no water is
withdrawn.

3.5 Rated Voltage

The voltage ( for three phase-supply, the volt
age between phases) assigned to the appliance
by the manufacturer.

A
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Qpr
fR

fR.50
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IJ.(J
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8e
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8M
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1

Title

Safety of household and
similar electrical appliances:
Part I General requirements

IS No.

302-1 ( 1979)

302-2-21 ( 1992) Safety of household and
siinilar electrical appliances:
Part 2 Particular require
ments, Section 21 Stationary
storage type electric water
heater

1 SCOPE

1.1 This standard cover general safety and
performance requirements of Stationary Storage
Type Electric Water Heater for household and
similar purpose.

1.2 In addition to the above 1.1 of IS : 302-2-21
( 1992 ) is applicable.

2 REFERENCES

3.2 Unvented Water Heater

A water heater designed to work under the
pressure of the water supply main. The flow
of water being controlled by one or more

-vatvescitrthe-uutiersystem ( seeFig. ttr)-;

3.2.1 Classification of other water heaters are
shown in Fig. lB, 1C and in.
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1A = UNVENTEOWATER-HEATERS [Sub-Clause 2.102 of IS 302~2;;21 (1992'T)
18'= 6151ERN~F£D::WAtE~-HEATERS[Su6-ClaLise 2.103 of 15 302-2-21 (1992) J
1C = OPEN OUTL£TWATER-HEATERS [Sub-Clause 2:,05 of IS 302-2-21 (1992l'J
10:= VENTEDWATER-HEATER LSub-Clause 2.106 of 15'302-2"21 (-1992 )]
1E = CISTERN·TYPE WATER-HEATER [Sub-Clause 2.104'of 15302-2-21(.1992.) ]

FIG. 1 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF STORAGE WAtER HEATBl\S
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c:::mean ,water temperature whea
determmhlg the hot water output

= water temperature after reheating
= mean wate~. temperature after

withdr~w~lwi:th()utrepleni$mept

4 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

".1 Clause '3of IS 302,;,2·21 (1992) shall apply.

5 GENERAL NOTES ON TESTS

5.1 Clause 4 of IS 302-2-21 ( 1992) shall apply.

6 RATINGS

6.1 Clause 5 of IS 3()2-2-21 ( 1992 ) shall ~pply.

7 CLASstFICA:rIONS

7.1 Clause 6 of IS 302-2..21 ( 1992 ) shall apply.

8 "MARKING

8.1 Clause 7 of IS 302-2-21 ( 1992 ) shall apply.

8.1.1 The stationary storage type'electric water
heater may also be marked with the Standard
Mark.

9 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

9.1 The water heater shaUc()mply\Viththe
requirement given in8 to 31 of IS 302-2-21
( 1992 ).

10 GENERAL .CONDmONS FOR
MEASUREMENTS

10.1 Unless otherwise specified, measurements
are carried out on the water heater, operating:

- iti-a substantially draught-free room; and
- at ail ambient temperature-amb of

'i27 + 2°C. '

!'PE.6/anib~~n1 temperature is calculated frdih
.measurements at a number of poJnts half-way
between the water-heater and the walls of the
room or I m distant from the water heater,
whichever is less, and at half the height of the
water-heater:

- at a relative air-humidity not exceeding
85%.

The values for temperature and relative humi
dity are only valid at steady-state conditions
and.nc; at the moment when hot wat.e.r~s~:t~
drawn from the wate:r·I1ea:terat rated input.
Measurement should not be carried out if, in
warm conditions. The voltage needed to provided
the )rated input deviates more than 5 percent
from the rated voltage. " , "

- at rated frequency" if.applicable;

IS '2082.: 1993

- ~t:eda'S described in' U,suppJiedwith
wat.~ at, a temperature 8e of _22 ± 2°C
and provided from .a souroehaving .a
substantially steady pressure and installed
according to the' manufacturer's
instructions;

- at a thermostat-setting as described in 13.

10.2 A dia.gramofmeasurementsis given in
Fig. 4.

11 MOUNTING ·OF'.Tm WAT~JlJlEAn:~

11.1 Wall-moun,ted,water-heaters are mounted:
on a panel situated at least 150 mm from any
structural wall, "

They are positioned so .that there is a elear
space of at least 2S0'mm above and below the
heater and at Ieast 700 mm attbesides and
front.

Floor-mounted water heaters are placed C)n tJie
floor or any.stand supplied with them; A false
floor may be used to facilitate measurements.

Water-heaters for building-in rare built in
according to the manufacturer's instructions.

12 MEASUREMENT OF STORED WATER
TEMPERATuRE

12.1 Measurements of water temperature with
out withdrawal of' water are made with a
thermocouple placed Inside the 'upper section
of the container. However, for metal. contai
ners the thermocouple may be placed on the
outer surface of the container (see Pig. 3 ).

The mean water temperature after a thermo
stat cut-out 8A is the average value of n tem
peratures 'Ai recorded after each cut-out of
the thermostat and is.gi"en by:

i ='n
:E

i= 18A =" . OAIn
The mean water temperature after a thermo
stat cut-in OBis' the average value of n
temperatures 8BI recorded after each cut-in
of the thermostat and is given by: '

i =n
:E

i --I
OB= ~BI

12.2 Measurement ef temperature of'withdrawn
water .are ty.ade in too outflow .whichis_ to he
continuous, The remperature IS measured' to'
an accuracy,()r±O'~J( arid." if a thermometer
is used, it is to be a type that-records quickly
aad a.ccuca.tely ~,n 'any position.

3

 



IS 2082: 1993

Temperature readings areprtiferably' taken
continuously. Alternatively, they may be taken
at equal intervals evenly spread over the dis
charge, for example ten readings at 5%; 15%,
etc, of the rated capacity. If there is a sharp
drop in temperature, additional readings may
be necessary in order to correctly calculate the
average value n'p.

NOTE - An apparatus suitable for this measure-
ment is given as an example in Fig. 2. .

13 .THERMOSTAT SETTING

13.1 The thermostat of water-heaters where
adjustment is provided is set so that the mean
water temperature 8M, as measured in 16 is
7~±3°C.

The thermostat-setting is to remain unchanged
throughout the measurements. If" the thermo
stat has a dialto indicate the temperature, the
equivalent dial-reading 8 is. to be recorded.

For water heaters where regulation of the
water-heater thermostat is not provided for the
user, no.adjustment to the thermostat setting
is made.

14 MEASUREMENT OF ENERGY
CONSERVATION

14.1 The electrical energy consumed is
measured by means of a watt-hour meter and
recorded in kilowatt-hours to the nearest
0·01 kwh.

15 VERIFICATION OF THE RATED
CAPACITY .

15.1 The water-heater is filled in the normal
way and then the water supply is cut off. It
is then emptied through the water inlet or if
it is. not possible, through the drain plug
opening.

f -= PO'IN" O'FcOUTFLOW OF
WATER· FROM WATER-HEATER

2 - THERMOMETER
3 - TEE

4 - RUBBER BUNG
5 - PINCH(NG CLIP
6 - RUBBER TUBING
7 - N1PPLES

Flo. 2 ME~SUREM£NT OF WATER TEMPERATURES ( see 12.2)

4

 



Water in the feed cistern of a cistern-fed water
heater is excluded from the quantity with
drawn.
The water withdrawn is measured and the
result stated in litres, to. the nearest one-tenth
litre.
15.1.1 The actual capacity shall not be less
than 95 percent of the rated capacity.
16 STANDING LOSS PER 24 HOURS
16.1 The water heater is filled with cold water.

IS 2082 : ·1993

The eleetrical supply is then switched on for
a few cycles of operation of the thermostat
until steady conditions have been reached.

Starting and ending at a cutout of the thermo
stat, the energy E1 consumed during time t 1
( hours) is measured over a period of not less
than 48 h. The water temperature OBI at each
thermostat cut-in and OAI at each thermostat
cut-out are measured by means of a thermo
couple positioned as in 11. .

n

OUTLET

1/2h

MEASUREMENT OUTSIDE
THE CONTAINER

MEASUREMENT INSIDE
THE CONTAINER

ARRANGEMENT OF THERMOCOUPLES

FIG. 3 MEASUREMENT OF WATER TBMPEl'..ATURB USING A THERMOCOUPW

5
 



tEMP
e 9a",b. 2' ± 2 'C

, B;110 (CtaQI. 18)

Pm (ClallH Ill)

TIME t

COMPLETE WITHORAWAl
OF CONTENT

tR

8R ( COMPARISON_)
eA-eR~10K

eAn -

WiTHDRAWAL
8Y ADDING
COLD WATER
( THROUGH~
FLOW OPERA-.-..--.!!!.....e~
TlON )

f9, (q.'.11,

E1

11> 48h-

e.,;E.8pr (Clau.. 16,
A (Cla'\I' 20)

!:J. 9(Clalll' 211

FIG. 4 MEASUREMENT FOR. THERMAL "STORAGE WATER HBATERS

NOTE - The .word 'shape' refer to shape of the
-inner container.

SO percent in case of other shape may be
allowed.

16.2.2 In case the standing loss marked on the
water heater is less than that specified in
Table I,-a tolerance, of + 1Q percent shall be

-allowed on this valae .subject to the-·p1'Ovision
that the actual standing loss shall in/ no case
exceed the values specified. inTable 1.

Table 1 Standing Loss

The energy consumption E per- -24 h is cal
culated according to the following formula:

E=E1 x 24
11

The mean water temperature OM is calculated
by the formula:

OM -' OA + OE- 2

Ih 'and OE being calculated as indicated in 12.

Standing . loss per 24 h Qpr is calculated
according to the formula:

4S
QpT = xE

OM - a'mb
Qpr is expressed in .killowatt-hours per 24 h.
related to a temperature rise of 4S k and
~ressed to the nearest 0'1 kwh.

16.2 The standing loss per 24 hours shall not
be more than the value given in-Table I.

16~2.1 In theease of cistern type water heater,
a relaxation of up to 30 percent of the speci
fied values in the ease of cylindrical type over

Rate C-apacity
in LItre

6
10
IS
2S

-35-
50
70

100
140

200

. I"oss in Kilowatt Hours per
Day for 450 Difference

0·880
i-ioo
1'265
1·540
J.46(l.

2,035
2·310
2-640
2·970
3·300

6
 



17 HOT WATER OUTPUT

17.t.lmmediatety following mC8lwemeJrt
according to 15 the water beater is switched-off
after a cut-out of the thermostat.
Then, .

"- a-quantity of water equal-tn the rated
capacity is withdrawn through the-outlet
at a constant. rate of.flow by supply cold
water; the flOW of water from open out
let water-heaters is controlled by the
inlet valve. The flow 'in any other type
of water-heater is kept constant by.means
of a valve fitted-in the outlet;

The rate of flow is adjusted:

- to 2litre/min for water heaters with a
rated capacity less than 10 litre; .

- to 3 litre/min for water 'heaters with a
rated capacity of 10 litre up to-SO litre;

- to 10 litre/min for waterheaters with a
rated capacity of mote than 50 litre.up to
200 litre: .

The temperature is measured:inthe manner
described in 12.2 and the average temperature
of withdrawn water 8'p established; The mean
temperature 8p 'ls calculated from the following
formula:

8 = 50 8'fF - 80 . + 22.
P 8A - 80

- The.hot-water output is: recorded-as the
rated capacity at B:p ( •••••• litres at ... 0G).

18 REHEATING TIME

18.1· Immediately following determination 8p
according to 17.

- the electrical supply is switched on;
-the heating time ttt from: switch-on

until the first cut-out of the thermostat
when the temperature of the water 8r as
measured. according: to 12.1' is within
10 K of 6A.

The-reheating time required for heating up the
water from 22°C to 72°e is calculated from
thefollowing formula and expressed in hours
and minutes: .

J(J
fR;SO= fR' 8R _ 8e

then,
- the water-heater is switched off and the

water supply turned off; .
- the water is withdrawn through the inlet

but if this is not possible, the water may
be withdrawn through the drain plug;

...... the mean water temperatur~by with...
drawal without replenishing with cold
water is recorded as ,.,.

180Z The·reheating time snaJInot exceed the
time declared by the manufacturer.

19 MIXINGFAC.TOR

Tfie 'mixing.:tactor· Fin., is determined' by com
paring themean water temperature with and
without cold water flowing . into the water
heater. The miXing factor is expressed as a
percentage and'given by-the- formula: C

Pm __ 8w - 8,p, 100
. (kw.

19~1 The mixing factor shall De, as declared by
the manufacturer.

28 ·DEVIATION. FROM DIAL CA.LIBRATION

20.1 This measurement applies only to thermo
stat which can be adjusted by the' user and
with an exposed dial. . '.

The. deviation of·dial calibration..zt, is. deter
mined by comparing .the dial reading with the
mean. water temperature and, IS' given by' the
formula:"

A =8>'" 8M
20;2 The dial calibration shallnot differ. by
more than 10°C.

21· CYCLIC TEMPERAruRE VARIATION
( DIFFERENTIAL )

The cvclic temperature variation of the
thermostate ~O -is expressed by the formula:

~9=(JA ~'9B

21.1 The. cyclic variation of thermostat
control :shall not exceed 10°C.

2Z.. FlNISH~

22.1 The external finish used on, metal com
ponents.shall be of a heat and.moisture.resistlng
nature and shall not be adversely affected
by ...ariation in temperature occurring. under
normal. operating conditions or, after .the
endurance test.

~NDURANCE

23.1 Water heaters shall be so constructed
that in normal use, there will be no electrical
or ~echanical failure that might impair com
pliance with this standard. Theinsulation .shall
not be damaged and contacts and connections
shall not work loose as a result of heating
vibration etc. Compliance is adequately checked
by the te~t of the other clauses of this standard.

7
 



IS 2082 : 1993

Table 2 Schedule of Type Tests

(.Clause 24.1 )

24 TESTS

24.0 Categories of Tests

Tests are classified. as type, acceptance and
routine tests.

24.1 Type Tests

The tests specified in Table 2 below sh.all
constitute the type tests and shall be carried
out on two samples of water heaters of the
same type and rating selecte? preferably at
random from a regular; production lot. Before
commencement of the tests, the water heaters
shall be visually examined and inspected for
obvious visual defects in respect of components,
parts and their assembly, construction, stability
markings, provision of suitable terminals for
supply connections, earthing and the effective
ness of screws and connections. The external
surface finish shall be even and free from
finishing defects.

24.1.1 Criteria ofAcceptance

All samples shall successfully pass all the type
tests for proving conformity with the require
ments of the standard. If any of the samples
fails in any of the type tests, the testing autho
rity, at its discretion, may call for fresh
samples not exceeding twice the original num
ber and subject them again to all tests or to
the testes) in which failure/s) occurred. No
failure' should be permitted in the repeat
teststs).

24.2 Acceptance Tests

The following shall constitute-the acceptance
tests.

do

do

do

do

do

do

Clause Reference

8) ofIS 302-2-21
( 1992)

10

11c) Temperature-rise

b) Input

Test

a) Protection against
electric shock

d) Insulation resistance 13
and leakage

e) Moisture resistance 15

f) Insulation resistance 16
and electric strength
( After humidity
treatment)

g) Construction 22

h) Earthing connection 27
j). Capacity 15

k): Standing loss 16

m) Deviation of dial
20calibration

NOTE - For the purpose of the acceptance tests,
the humidity treatment is done for 24 hours while
conducting the test for moisture resistance as given
in 15 of IS 302-2-21 (1992).

24.2.1 A recommended sampling procedure
for acceptance tests is given in Appendix B
of IS 302..1 ( 1979 ).

24.3 Routine Tests

The following shall constitute the routine tests:

Test Clause Reference

a) Protection against 8 of IS : 302-2-21
electric shock ( 1992.)

b) High voltage 13.2.2 oOS : 302-1
( 1979.)

c) Earthing connection 27 of IS : 302-2-21
( 1992 )

-dfl'iess~ure te.st 22.1'-..0""r-::o"f...,IS....--:-:"'302..2
21 (1992)

Clause Reference

8 to 31 of
IS 302·2-21 ( 1992)

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
~

23

SllIIo. Test

i) Safety requirement

ii) Capacity
iii) Standing loss
jv) Hot water output
v) Reheating time

vi) Mixing factor
vii) Deviation of dial calibration
viii) Cyclic temperature variation
-~

x) Endurance

8
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